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Introduction
FemNorthNet (FNN) was born from 
the commitment of the Canadian 
Research Institute for the Advancement 
of Women (CRIAW) to participatory 
research and equitable relationships 
between community and university-based 
researchers. 

FNN was established to work with women 
in three northern Canadian communities. 
Our intention was to identify and examine 
the challenges of economic restructuring. 
We wanted to create capacity in individual 
women, women’s’ organizations and 
other local stakeholders to take action. 
We wanted to improve community and 
economic development opportunities 
that addressed women’s specific needs, 
created prosperity for all women and 

contributed to local sustainability.

The team that put this 3-day workshop 
together examined the priority 
infrastructure issues identified by our 
community partners. These included 
childcare, housing and physical 
infrastructure such as water and sewage 
or schools. 

We want to seek a new wholistic, 
gendered perspective on infrastructure. 
We believe social and economic 
infrastructures are related to one 
another. Childcare, for example, is a 
necessary part of economic growth and 
development. Quality and accessible 
childcare can attract and retain a growing 
labour force. We need public investments 
in childcare.

“Communities are not always prepared for new developments. 
Where are the unions? What are the possibilities if unions worked 

with us to preserve community spirit?”
- Gail Baikie (Workshop Organizer)

 WWW.FEMNORTHNET.CA

http://
http://fnn.criaw-icref.ca/en/
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Why did we create 
this guide?
When we talk about economic development, we think about the changing nature of work, the 
impacts of resource development, and the role of community infrastructure in the creation 
of sustainable communities. We need inclusive conversations about these important issues. 

In August 2014, 15 participants gathered 
in Wakefield, Quebec. All of us came with 
the hope of strengthening connections 
between Indigenous communities and 
unions in the North, and to deepen our 
understanding of what stands in the 
way. Abanaki, Cree and Inuit women, a 
Métis man, immigrants, diverse settlers 
and a baby: we came from northern and 
southern communities. Some of us came 
from local unions. We were public sector 
workers, students, and university faculty.

We talked over meals, in meeting rooms, 
and walking in the woods. We talked 
standing in the grass, paddling canoes, 
and gathering at picnic tables. We sat on a 
rocky ledge overlooking the Gatineau hills. 
We tried not to rush. We tried to bring 
our spiritual, emotional, physical and 
intellectual selves to our days together.

Our relationships deepened. Our 
conversations were filled with an 
eagerness to share and to learn from 
one another. “What feeds the very bones 
of our communities?” was one of the 
questions we pondered. “Rivers,” was one 

of the answers. “Harmony” was another.

Participants asked profound questions:

• What would attract Native people in 
your community to a dialogue with 
unions?

• How can Indigenous knowledge 
become an integral part of the union 
movement? 

• How can unions be a part of 
decolonization? How can unions begin 
to decolonize themselves? 

• How do communities “talk” to unions?

Our experience together was powerful. 
We think that conversations like the ones 
you will have will be equally as powerful. 

These experiences will help create 
sustainable futures for northern 
communities - futures that are built on 
solidarity and living in a good way with 
each other.  

That is why we have created this 
workshop guide.
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Workshop Guide
Before the Workshop

Create your Facilitation Team
• Ensure diverse representation and experiences

• Divide up tasks between facilitators

Inclusive Location
We encourage you to choose a location: 

• That is accessible and welcoming to all

• With a connection to nature

• With facilities where you will be able to eat together

Inclusive Timing
We encourage you to choose a time that considers

• Indigenous participants’ responsibilities on the land 

• Workers’ shifts and significant union meeting dates

• Parents’ caring responsibilities, significant holidays, and childcare schedules

Work with Participants before the Workshop
1. Invite participants to bring something meaningful to share in the opening circle 

2. Ask them to bring digital images from their communities showing:

• Women’s experiences of community infrastructure and economic development 

• Union and community relationships 

FemNorthNet has prepared resources to help you organize an inclusive event:  
Diversity Through Inclusive Practice Toolkit  (2014)  

by McCuaig, J. & Hutchison, C.

  

http://
http://fnn.criaw-icref.ca/en/product/diversity-through-inclusive-practice-toolkit#.WOuYP9LytHY
http://fnn.criaw-icref.ca/en/
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Guidelines for Working with Elders
“In First Nation, Métis, and Inuit cultures, elders and traditional teachers play a 
prominent, vital and respected role. Elders and traditional teachers are held in high 
regard as they are our ‘knowledge keepers.’ They are leaders, role models, and mentors 
in their respective community who serve as advisors, professors, and doctors.

For a First Nation and Métis elder, one must offer tobacco. Tobacco is one of the four 
sacred medicines, which is offered when making a request. The offering can be in the 
form of a pouch of tobacco or tobacco tie (loose tobacco wrapped in a small cloth). 
When making a request, offer the tobacco by holding it in your left hand (in front of you), 
state your request (be specific), and if the Elder accepts your request place the tobacco 
in their left hand.

Inuit elders do not expect tobacco offerings, because traditionally it is not part of their 
customs. A small gift may be offered in the same token as one would make a request 
to a First Nation or Métis elder. Place the gift in front of you and state your request, the 
elder indicates acceptance of your request by taking the gift in their hands.”

For more complete information on Extending Invitations, Respectful Care and Honouraria visit: 
Carleton University’s Centre for Aboriginal Culture and Education 
University of Manitoba’s “Annual Elders & Traditional Teachers Gathering Orientation Manual” (2009) 

National Aboriginal Health Organization’s “Interviewing Elders Guidelines” (2009)

Nunavut Arctic College’s “Guidelines for working with Inuit Elders” (Owlijoot, Pelagie, 2008) 

https://carleton.ca/aboriginal/resources/guidelines-for-working-with-elders
https://umanitoba.ca/student/indigenous/media/Orientation_Manual_2010.pdf
http://www.naho.ca/media-centre/interviewing-elders-guidelines/
http://www.arcticcollege.ca/publications/books/elder%20guide%20english.pdf
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Participants’ Agenda

Day 1: RELATIONSHIP

8:30 am  BREAKFAST  

8:45   Welcoming Circle 

9:30    Introductions

10:15   BREAK  

10:30   Purpose – Goals – Objectives

Agenda Review 

Working Together with Respect

12:00 pm LUNCH   

1:00     Processing the Morning Session 

1:30  Mapping Ourselves in Relation to ‘The North’

2:15  Community 101: Our Communities and Our Work

3:00   Labour Movement 101: Trail Walking and Talking 

4:15  BREAK

4:30   Harvesting and Processing this afternoon’s activities 

4:50   Announcements and Logistics

5:00   Close  

  

http://
http://fnn.criaw-icref.ca/en/
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Day 2: DIALOGUE

8:30 am  BREAKFAST  

8:45   Welcoming Circle 

9:30    Harvesting from our experiences of yesterday afternoon

9:30  Storytelling about Union & Aboriginal Relations

10:15   BREAK  

10:30   An Exercise in Colonialism

12:00 pm LUNCH   

1:00     Harvesting from our experiences of this morning 

1:30   Plungers and Waders  

2:00  What is a Dialogue? 

2:20  Crafting Dialogue questions

2:45  BREAK

3:00   Canoeing and Conversation

6:00  Supper together

7:30  Transportation home

Participants’ Agenda
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Participants’ Agenda

Day 3: HARVESTING

8:30 am BREAKFAST  

9:00 Welcoming Circle

9:15 Harvesting our Previous Afternoon 

9:45 Discussion: Nourishing our communities

10:15 BREAK  

10:30 Harvesting in Open Space

12:00 pm LUNCH   

1:00   Working Groups Continue

(Refreshments available when you need them) 

2:30 Bringing Home the Harvest 

3:30 Closing Circle  

“I think the good that came 
out of it was how people 

came together...”
- Charlene Lafreniere (Workshop Participant)

  

http://
http://fnn.criaw-icref.ca/en/
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Facilitation Plan

We suggest that you create a facilitation plan such as this to keep track of what needs to 
be done and who will do the work for each day.

DAY 1: Workshop Facilitation Plan

When What How / Where Tools Who

Before 
workshop 
begins

Workshop 
preparation

• Prepare opening remarks on
how this workshop came about

• Prepare your statements of
Purpose – Goals- Objectives (see
below)

• Prepare short overview
presentations on the
‘community’

• Prepare resources for overview
discussion of ‘unions’.

Divided 
between 
facilitation 
team 
members

8:00 Set-up

• Set up chairs in a circle inside

• Arrange flip charts and markers
at two sides of the room

• Notice any unexpected barriers
to inclusion

• Prepare outside space with a
special cloth for participants to
place their offerings

• Put tobacco in a bowl made of
natural materials

• List Purpose-Goals-Objectives
on flip chart

• Post workshop agenda on flip
charts

Flip charts, 
markers, cloth, 
tobacco, natural 
bowl, PGO 
list, workshop 
agenda

Facilitators

8:30 Breakfast

8:45 Welcoming Circle
Welcoming Circle with Elder or 
cultural advisor (outside)

Elder/ Cultural 
advisor

Blank

BlankBlank Blank

Blank



BlankBlank

Blank

Blank Blank

BlankBlank
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When What How / Where Tools Who

9:30 Introductions • The Story of My Name
Tables, tents, 
markers, board

Facilitators

10:15 Break

10:30
Workshop 
Overview 
Activities

• How this workshop came about

• Review Purpose – Goals –
Objectives

• Review Agenda via flip charts

• Working together with respect

• Honouring our identities

Flip chart, 
markers, 
agenda, pens, 
cue cards, list 
of discussion 
questions

Facilitators

12:00 Lunch

1:00
Processing the 
Morning Session

• Lead remarks and discussion
Notes on 
morning session

Facilitators

1:30

Mapping 
Ourselves in 
Relation to the 
North

• Post map of Canada

• Hand out sticky notes and
markers

• Lead activity and discussion

Map, tape, 
sticky notes, 
markers, 
discussion 
questions

Shared 
facilitation

2:15
Community 101: 
Our Communities 
& Our Work

• Explain activity

• Lead discussion

• Show photos and video

Digital photos, 
projector & 
laptop, video, 
discussion 
questions

Facilitators

3:00
Labour Movement 
101: Trail Walking 
& Talking

• Introduce activity

• Distribute snacks

• Lead discussion

Snacks, 
discussion 
questions

Facilitators

4:15 Break (On the trail)

4:30

Harvesting & 
Processing the 
Afternoon’s 
Activities

• Lead discussion

4:50 Announcements

5:00 Closing

  

Blank Blank Blank

Blank Blank Blank

Blank

Blank

Blank

http://
http://fnn.criaw-icref.ca/en/
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8:45 WELCOMING CIRCLE with Elder or Cultural advisor (Outside)

Participants were invited to bring objects showing how they perceive the 
relationship between Aboriginal peoples, Northern communities and the labour 
movement in their communities. Invite facilitators and participants to place 
the special object they brought in the centre of the circle. One by one, ask each 
person to tell us what is the significance of the object as they put it down on the 
fabric. 

Close the circle with a quiet moment of reflection, or invite participants to 
participate in a ceremony as directed by the cultural advisor.

Invite participants to come back inside and join the circle of chairs when they are 
ready. 

9:30 INTRODUCTIONS

The Story of my Name 

Begin by saying that we value all our experiential, professional, academic, cultural 
knowledges. 

Invite participants to go up to the board/flip chart paper one at a time.  Ask them 
to write their name on the board/paper, and tell the story of how they got their 
name. Invite them to use any language they would like to. Display the names for 
the rest of the workshop.  

Provide each participant with a table tent for their name. Invite each person to 
write the name they would like to be called during the session on the front. 

10:15 BREAK

Ask participants to enjoy the break, and return promptly. Ensure everyone knows 
where the washrooms are.

10:30 HOW THIS WORKSHOP CAME ABOUT

Prepare a short introduction to explain the background for this workshop. Why 
did the organizers come together to prepare this workshop? When we prepared 
our workshop we included the main points that are written in the introduction to 
this workshop guide.

Facilitator Notes
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10:45 PURPOSE - GOALS - OBJECTIVES
See below

Purpose – Goals – Objectives
Facilitator will introduce the next session which will describe the P-G-Os of the workshop. 

Write out your P-G-Os on flip charts for participants to see and introduce them to the 
group (see below). Ask if there are any questions. (15 min)

Then, ask participants to spend a couple of minutes thinking about / writing down their 
personal objectives on the back of their table tent.  Offer participants the opportunity to 
share these out loud. (5 min)

Introducing Your P-G-Os
When we prepared our workshop, we described our P-G-Os like this: 

Purpose: 

The purpose tells us why this workshop is happening. We use one sentence to describe the 
big picture. When we designed our workshop, our purpose was the following: 

“FemNorthNet participants and union activists will come together to build relationships 
based upon the diverse and unique experiences of diverse northern women.” 

Goals: 

The goals tell us how we are going to move this forward. It is more focused on what you, 
the facilitator, want the participants to leave with. One statement. When we held our 
workshop, our goals were the following: 

“By the end of the workshop, participants will have experienced the power and possibilities 
of community and union interconnection, contributed to the creation of new resource 
materials and feel prepared and inspired to encourage similar dialogues and creative 
actions in their communities and organizations.”

Objectives: 

The objectives describe the very specific ways in which participants’ abilities will be 
strengthened because of this workshop. When we designed our workshop, our objectives 
were described this way: 

DAY 1: RELATIONSHIP

 

http://
http://fnn.criaw-icref.ca/en/
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DAY 1: RELATIONSHIP
Because of this workshop, participants will have a 

strengthened ability to:

• Learn about Aboriginal worldviews, principles and 
governance

• Understand trade union worldviews, principles and 
governance

• Learn from northern women’s experiences of community 
and economy

• Comprehend how Aboriginal peoples, trade unions and 
northern women have been divided, and how they have 
worked together

• Develop our dialogue and relationship-building skills
• Strengthen our digital communication and presentation 

skills
• Practice the experiential learning model of working 

together

• Appreciate the potential for women’s experiences to shape 
union and community collaboration 

• Be receptive to the processes leading to decolonization and 
de-colonialization*

*Decolonization - The work that Indigenous people might do on themselves in order to be free of oppressive control mechanisms, which may operate both within 
their own minds and in systems around them that control or limit their lives. (p. 558)
Decolonialism - The work that colonizers of Indigenous people need to do, both internally and in amending systems, to rid themselves of vestigial control and 
domination. This, often subconscious, form of oppression frequently exists within colonizers’ hearts and minds and within their organizational systems. (p.559)
Lang, S.K.W. (2005). ‘Decolonialism’ and the Counselling Profession: The Aotearoa/New Zealand Experience. International Journal for the Advancement of Counselling. 4(4). 557- 572.

• Become aware of the experiences that have shaped our 
values 

• Examine our own and our organization’s views about the 
North, northern peoples, economic development, and 
unions

• Perceive the power relations embedded in our language
• Examine the meanings given to important words like: 

Aboriginal, Indigenous, Business Unionism, Social Unionism

KNOWLEDGE

SKILLS

ATTITUDE

AWARENESS

LANGUAGE
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DAY 1: RELATIONSHIP
11:05 AGENDA REVIEW

Overall Workshop Agenda: 

Relationship – Dialogue – Harvesting: Day One 
is focused on relationship-building, Day Two is 
focused on Dialogue, and Day Three is focused 
on Harvesting. 

Today’s Agenda Review

Read out the day’s Agenda

Ask participants if they agree with the Agenda

11:15 WORKING TOGETHER 

How do we want to engage with one another?

Have the following phrases already written on 
a flip chart. Ask participants what they think 
are important principles for working together.

Principles of Working Together

• Full participation

• Seeking mutual understanding 
(not mutual agreement)

• Inclusive decisions 

• Shared responsibility

• Other?

Facilitators might add other ideas, such as the following, which was shared by 
Ryland White of SIT Graduate Institute (see below).

Red / Green / Yellow
Place 3 coasters within easy reach of every participant. When they are turned down, 
they look like ordinary coasters. When they are turned over, everyone sees that one 
is red, another green and another yellow. Begin with the green one turned up.  At any 
point, any participant may turn over the red one. When the facilitator sees it, s/he will 
stop and ask what needs to be addressed. Similarly, anyone can turn over the yellow 
one if they have a question. The facilitator will stop to find out what the question is.

http://
http://fnn.criaw-icref.ca/en/
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11:30 HONOURING ALL PARTS OF OUR IDENTITIES & EACH OTHER (45 min.)

1. Ask participants to sit for 5-6 minutes in silence, identifying 5 things about
themselves that are most important and writing them on a small card.

2. Ask participants to cross off one of the items on their list.
3. Ask participants to silently think about who they might be without that part

of their identity.
4. Repeat these steps until participants only have 2 things remaining on their

list. (15 min.)

Processing the experience (30 min.)

Ask the group how the activity made them feel and let people answer in a 
facilitated group discussion. Depending on your group and timeline it can be a 
roundtable discussion or in small groups. 

Facilitators ask:

• Did you notice what happened when…?

• Why did that happen?

• Does that happen in real life? (e.g. Ask participants to think about what
happens when you leave parts of yourself at the door)

• Why does that happen in life?

• How does it make you feel?

• How might you use this knowledge in the
future?

Credit: Charlene Lafreniere, UCN, Thompson, MB and 
Jacobson, M. & Ruddy, M. (2015) Open to Outcome: A 
Practical Guide for Facilitating & Teaching Experiential 
Reflection.

OR

SOLID LINES - DOTTED LINES (45 min.)

Ask participants to work by themselves for 
a couple of minutes to write down or think 
about how they would describe themselves. 
What parts of your identity come to mind?

DAY 1: RELATIONSHIP
Time Activity
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11:30 
cont.

How do we see each other, or present ourselves? We all have different parts 
to our identity. Are these identities solid, or are they changeable?  Do I see you 
in a box with solid lines or in boxes with dotted lines? Do I see myself in a box 
with solid or dotted lines? Is there room for each of us to move out of these 
lines that define us?

Discussion in pairs: When have you been put in a box with solid lines? When 
have you put someone else in a box with solid lines? When have you been put 
in a box with dotted lines? What is the difference? 

Credit:  Ryland White, SIT Graduate Institute, VT.

THEN (15 min.)

Ask participants: How will we use these insights as we work together during 
this workshop? How will we work together with respect? For example: 

• Notice what happens in the room without judgment. Speak it.

• Avoid tokenism – and avoid asking an Indigenous person to speak for the 
entire experience of northern Indigenous people.  

• Notice when statements come up like, “everyone knows…” or “we 
always…” or “that’s just common sense…”

• Notice when we refer to our cultural ways of doing things. Be curious. Ask 
questions.

12:30 LUNCH

1:30 PROCESSING THE MORNING

Observer remarks on what they saw happening in the morning session. 
Facilitators hold a discussion with participants recalling what happened in the 
experiences mentioned above and reflecting upon them.

 WWW.FEMNORTHNET.CA

http://
http://fnn.criaw-icref.ca/en/
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2:00 MAPPING OURSELVES IN RELATION TO ‘THE NORTH’

Purpose: To begin to consider the complexity of North/South relations 
and the implications this may have for building alliances between unions 
and Northern communities and Aboriginal peoples.

Facilitators post a large, ideally laminated, map of Canada to a wall. Hand 
each participant a Sticky Note and instruct them to write their name on it.

Ask participants to place the Sticky Note on the place they call ‘home’. If 
this is a problem, suggest the place they currently live or have lived the 
longest. (Note: Some people may need to place the sticky note off the 
map, somewhere else on the wall – this is perfectly fine.)

When everyone is done ask them to stand back (if appropriate) and 
reflect on where they are positioned in relation to ‘The North’.

Launch into a reflective discussion using the following or similar 
questions as prompts:

• What is ‘The North’?

• What are the implications for distance / proximity to one’s individual 
/organizational relationship with Northern communities/ southern-
based unions?

• How is ‘The North’ positioned in relation to the rest of Canada / 
the world? How is this different from ‘The South’? How does this 
relationship pertain more specifically to resource extraction?

• What has been the history of North/South relationships?

• To what extent is physical distance and geography still a factor or 
not in North/South relationships?

• Consider what was said and how it might apply to building alliances 
between unions and Northern communities and Aboriginal peoples. D
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2:45 COMMUNITIES 101: OUR COMMUNITIES & OUR WORK

We asked participants to send us digital photos before the workshop. In 
choosing the pictures, they were asked to think about:

• How they have experienced economic development in the North;

• The diversity of women’s views on community infrastructure and 
economic development;

In other words: they were thinking about Resource Development & 
Community Infrastructure.

• What does it look like?

• What does it mean to our communities?

• What do diverse women say about it?

Facilitators group the photos by community(ies) and project on a screen, or 
print a colour copy of each one.

Facilitators open a participant-led discussion of the role of resource 
development, describing what community infrastructure is available to 
meet the needs of diverse women. Discuss the role of community groups 
and unions in your community.

Just before closing, present the following short video: I Wonder: The role of 
unions in northern development (3:20 min). Ask participants to think about 
what the women in the video said as they move to their next activity.

 WWW.FEMNORTHNET.CA

DAY 1: RELATIONSHIP

http://
http://fnn.criaw-icref.ca/en/product/i-wonder#.WOwJ2tLytHY
http://fnn.criaw-icref.ca/en/product/i-wonder#.WOwJ2tLytHY
http://fnn.criaw-icref.ca/en/
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3:30 LABOUR MOVEMENT 101: TRAIL WALKING & TALKING

Invite participants to enjoy a nearby trail or path outdoors where they will 
discuss in groups of two or three some of the questions about unions that 
were raised in the video.

Ask participants to share their understanding and experiences with unions, 
their assumptions and their knowledge about the labour movement. 
Encourage participants to remember that one of our goals is to encourage 
mutual understanding, not necessarily mutual agreement.

When participants arrive at the destination, distribute snacks and drinks. 
When everyone is settled, invite trade unionists to answer questions about 
the labour movement. Encourage information sharing about the history, 
structure, philosophy, governance and culture of the labour movement.

A possible set of questions to discuss while walking back together:

• What relationships do Unions have to the land? 

• What relationships do Aboriginal peoples have to the land? 

• What relationships do Northern people have to the land?

• What relationship does the land have to healthy communities?

4:30 HARVESTING & PROCESSING THIS AFTERNOON’S ACTIVITIES

4:50 ANNOUNCEMENTS & LOGISTICS

5:00 CLOSE

DAY 1: RELATIONSHIP
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8:30 BREAKFAST

8:45 WELCOMING CIRCLE

Participants are invited to take a few moments to become centred as we 
begin the day. One way to do this is for an Aboriginal participant to share 
a cultural practice with the group. In our case, a participant placed natural 
tobacco on a special cloth in the middle of the room. She then introduced 
the significance of tobacco and invited participants to take a little bit in 
their hand and go outside by themselves to consider an intention for the 
day. After this they were encouraged to place the tobacco in an outside 
spot of their own choosing, and come back into to the circle in silence. 

9:15 HARVESTING FROM OUR EXPERIENCES OF YESTERDAY’S AFTERNOON

One way to do this is by collectively re-telling what we did through one 
big run-on sentence (when we arrived we…. And then we… and after that 
we…). To pick up the threads and bring them into today’s work, find a 
way to have participants recall what was important about the first day 
together. 

9:30 STORYTELLING ABOUT UNION & ABORIGINAL RELATIONS

From the work that we did together, participants created a few digital 
stories. This is one that we would like to share with you.  Our suggestion 
is that at this point, you present the following video to the group: Divided, 
Coming Together: The University College of the North (7:41 min)

In small groups, ask participants to discuss what they heard and what they 
experienced while watching the video. (15 min)

Processing the Experience of watching and discussing the video (20 min)

• Reflection/observation: recalling and noticing what happened in the
experiences; asking why that happened; noticing and asking if and
why that happens;

• Generalization: Relate these insights to your and others’ community,
cultural, social and economic experiences;

• Action: Assessing and making decisions and recommendations;
identifying what you might do differently if you could engage in an
issue like this in the future; asking how can we use that knowledge;

Time Activity

http://
http://fnn.criaw-icref.ca/en/product/divided-coming-together#.WOwSGNLytHY
http://fnn.criaw-icref.ca/en/product/divided-coming-together#.WOwSGNLytHY
http://fnn.criaw-icref.ca/en/
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10:15 BREAK

10:45 AN EXERCISE IN COLONIALISM: KAIROS BLANKET EXERCISE
(Modified by FemNorthNet for Northern Experiences)

Resources: 

• Kairos Blanket Exercise

• Truth and Reconciliation Commission 

• FemNorthNet Fact Sheets 

Purpose:

‘Colonialism’ best describes the historical and contemporary relations between 
Canada and its Indigenous peoples. Industry has traditionally perpetuated this 
relationship having little regard for the perspectives and interests of the local 
population. In recent years, there has been some shifts to more respectful 
and egalitarian interactions. More recently the Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission has called for genuine and intentional efforts on the part of all 
Canadians to reconcile historical wrongs and to rebuild more just relations 
between all Canadians and Indigenous peoples. Reconciliation begins with our 
individual awareness and understanding of colonialism. 

This exercise modifies Kairos’ content by modifying the preparation:

• Adding content that emphasizes economic development and Northern 
contexts.

• Using the Aboriginal Time Line 2015 produced by the Public Service Alliance 
of Canada (see separate document). 

• Encouraging you to add more specific content specific to your region of 
the North.

• Covering most of the content but we reduce the amount of text and time 
allotted.

• Using flip chart paper as opposed to blankets if they are not easily 
available. We suggest you tape paper to the floor using masking tape 
generally in the shape of Canada, ensuring that the North is prominent.

• Putting an X through a sheet of paper, and advising the participants 
before you start that they can not step where there is an X. This is instead 
of using actual blankets or quilts. 

https://www.kairosblanketexercise.org/resources/scripts/
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Modifying the debrief

Post the following quote: 

“Profit to non-Natives means money. Profit to Natives means 
a good life derived from the land and sea, that’s what we are 
all about, that’s what this land claim was all about… The land 
we hold in trust is our wealth. It is the only wealth we could 
possibly pass on to our children. Good old Mother Earth with 

all her bounty and rich culture we have adopted from her 
treasures is our wealth. Without our homelands we become 

true paupers.”
 Antionnette Helmer as cited in Kuokkanen, R. (2008) “Globalization as Racialized, Sexualized Violence: 

The case of Indigenous women”. International Feminist Journal of Politics, 10:2 June, 216–233.

Debrief Circles

Sit in a circle. You can use a talking stick or stone. Each person gets a chance to speak in 
turn. The person holding the talking stick/stone speaks. When each person is finished 
speaking they pass the stick/stone to the person seated next to them.  Try to hold at least 
2 rounds:

Round One:

Ask participants to share their 
thoughts, feelings, reactions to 
the exercise. 

Round Two:

Ask participants to reflect 
on and share their thoughts 
with respect to the following 
questions.

1. What are your insights 
regarding the relationship 
Indigenous peoples have to 
the lands and to each other?

http://
http://fnn.criaw-icref.ca/en/
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2. What are the assumptions underlying Western 
civilization with respect to Indigenous peoples and 
to land? How do these assumptions come to be 
‘natural’, ‘normal’, ‘real’?

3. How is the notion of Terra Nullius or “empty land” 
and the Doctrine of Discovery still playing out in 
policies and practices in the North today?

Open Discussion

Break from the circle format and ask anyone to respond 
to the following prompts. 

1. What are the implications for the relationship 
between unions and industry /unions and northern 
Indigenous peoples?

2. How can Northerners / Indigenous peoples and 
unions build a different kind of relationship, in 
other words, a ‘decolonized’ relationship?

12:00 LUNCH

1:00 HARVESTING FROM OUR EXPERIENCES OF THIS 
MORNING

The “Observer” will feed back to the group some of 
the key insights noticed during the morning activities. 
Ask participants to add what they learned about:

1. Colonizing principles? 

• Fragments; science over nature; domination & 
oppression; power over; 

2. Indigenous principles?

• Wholistic, interconnected, balanced, seeking 
dialogue, reflective, not domineering; living in a 
good way;

3. Union principles? 

• Power with; solidarity; collective action; fight-
back; negotiation; procedure; community-
engagements; policy advocacy; politics.
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1:30 DIALOGUE

Structured Activity: Plungers and Waders

Facilitator introduces a scenario:

“Rivers and lakes in the north are cold, but many of us like to go 
swimming. To deal with the cold, some of us jump right in. We’ll call them 
“the Plungers”. Others prefer to go in slowly, and we’ll call them “the 
Waders”. Which are you? Please self-identify.  Divide up into pairs with 
one Wader and one Plunger. Begin a debate between you two about 
which is better, plunging or wading.”

After 5 minutes, the facilitator will stop the groups, and then ask the pairs 
to deal with the same question, this time as a dialogue.

After the second 5 minutes is up ask the group to remain standing where 
they are and notice what happened.  What were the differences in the two 
experiences? What did they observe?  What does this tell us?

Credit: Paula Green, Conflict Transformation Across Cultures (CONTACT) Summer 
Peacebuilding Program, SIT Graduate Institute

 WWW.FEMNORTHNET.CA
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http://fnn.criaw-icref.ca/en/
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2:00 PRESENTATION: WHAT IS A DIALOGUE?
Facilitator introduces the idea of “Dialogue”:

• A process for talking about tension-filled topics

• Helps people communicate as they constructively search for creative 
solutions to community challenges

• Provides the structure or safety required for discussing difficult subjects

• A communication process that aims to build relationships between 
people as they share experiences, ideas and information about a 
common concern

• Helps groups take in more information and perspectives than 
they previously had as they attempt to forge a new and broader 
understanding of a situation

Credit: Schirch, L. & Campt, D. (2007). The Little Book of Dialogue for Difficult Subjects 
Intercourse, PA: Good Books.

Facilitator posts the following list for participants to see:

Seven Principles of Dialogue (Credit: Institute of Multi-Track Diplomacy, 1993)

1. Create safe space

2. Agree that the purpose is learning

3. Use appropriate communication tools

4. Surface what is hidden

5. Focus on the relationship

6. Stay through the hard places

7. Be willing to be changed by the situation

To sum up in a phrase: “Good Dialogue Fosters Active Listening & Authentic 
Speaking”

If appropriate, facilitator can distribute and/or present from the “Goals of a 
Dialogue” hand-out on page 26.
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GOALS OF A DIALOGUE
Goals of a Dialogue:

• To heal deep divisions or wounds from the past

• Avert impending violence

• Discuss an upcoming policy decision

• Address a community challenge

• To broaden participants’ understanding through exchanges between participants

A Dialogue is not: 
• To accomplish a task, even though dialogue may identify follow-up tasks

• A debate

How do we have a Dialogue?
• Focus participants’ attention on listening for understanding

• Listeners try to find ideas with which they can agree and potentially combine those 
with their own ideas to build a larger truth

• Through respectful listening, learning and sharing of experience that shape our 
beliefs

• Through a guided process led by a facilitator who creates a safe space, guidelines, 
and keeps the participants focused on listening and working with each other

• Understanding that our beliefs are shaped by our life experiences and identities.

Works best when:
• People involved have the intention to learn and change

• Participants bring curiosity, a sense of wonder, a desire to learn more about 
people and their experiences, humility, a recognition that one group does not have 
the whole truth, a commitment to share their experiences with others.

 
Credit: Paula Green, Conflict Transformation Across Cultures, Summer Peacebuilding Program

http://
http://graduate.sit.edu/academics//certificate-programs/contact-summer-peacebuilding-program/
http://fnn.criaw-icref.ca/en/
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2:20 CRAFTING DIALOGUE QUESTIONS

Facilitator prepares participants to begin. 

A good dialogue question: 

• Is open-ended and cannot be answered with a yes or no, I agree or disagree
response

• Takes participants deeper than the level of opinion or position

• Encourages participants to delve into their experience and to explore their
thinking in a fresh manner

• Allows for ambiguity (not sure) or ambivalence (can’t make up my mind)

• Calls forth new, unrehearsed responses

Further Notes: should be a question about something that is in the room

• Not why questions; how do you feel vs. what do you think

• Not an accusation masked as a question

• Simple and clear

• As deep as possible

Credit: Paula Green, Conflict Transformation Across Cultures (CONTACT) Summer Peacebuilding 
Program, SIT Graduate Institute

Ask participants to think about how they perceive the relationship between 
Aboriginal peoples, Northern communities, and the labour movement. 

Ask them to write down the questions they 
would like to ask one another on sticky 
notes and place them on the flip chart. 

• What might you like to ask, but never
had the chance to?

• What are some powerful questions to
ask of one another?

When they are finished, read out the sticky 
notes.  

Ask participants to identify 2 powerful 
questions and take a copy of them while 
moving into the next activity.

Time Activity
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2:45 BREAK

3:00 CANOEING & CONVERSATION
In our workshop, we had the opportunity to rent canoes and engage in our 
dialogues as we canoed together. Other groups will have access to other 
land-based environments where they can seek out a decolonizing way of 
talking with one another.

When we did this activity, participants chose to focus on the following:

• What would attract Native people in your community to a dialogue with
unions?

• What would attract unions in your community to a dialogue with Native
peoples?

4:30 REFRESHMENTS (picnic-style when possible)

6:00 SUPPER TOGETHER

7:30 TRANSPORTATION HOME

“Hiking and canoeing together as a group, enabled me to feel  
culturally safe, to build trust with the other participants, and 
reinforced the value of the land that naturally fosters positive 

relations. Most importantly, the land-based activities invigorated 
self-reflection and deeper consideration for how my words might be 

received, even while discussing difficult histories and topics.”
- Diane Obed (Workshop Participant)

 

http://
http://fnn.criaw-icref.ca/en/
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Facilitator Notes
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8:30 BREAKFAST

9:00 WELCOMING CIRCLE

9:15 HARVESTING FROM OUR EXPERIENCES OF YESTERDAY’S AFTERNOON

Discuss: What was important about the dialogue activities? What did you 
learn about dialogue? What did you learn about decolonizing practices? 

9:30 DISCUSSION: WHAT NOURISHES OUR COMMUNITIES?

Discuss: 

• What nourishes our communities?

• What are the bones of our communities?

• What services do we need?

• What infrastructure is lacking?

10:15 BREAK

10:30 HARVESTING IN OPEN SPACE: 

What do we mean by “Harvesting”?

When we speak of harvesting, our intention is to hear from the heart and see 
the bigger picture of our stories of community and union interconnection. In 
the Harvesting, we asked participants to create a resource together which will 
be shared with people outside of the workshop.

We introduced the power of the “word” in some Indigenous communities 
like the Amazigh of Mali and Morocco. We suggested the Harvest could be 
recorded as spoken words or spoken stories. Participants first wrote, and 
then recorded audio tracks during the workshop. We layered images onto 
audio tracks using a simple video editing program: Camtasia Studio. The 
images were attached to the stories in sequences that foregrounded the 
stories (the narratives) and minimized the visual information. This concept is 
based on a discussion about Indigenous traditions of storytelling as a form of 
teaching and recording.

Drafts of videos were sent out. We sought feedback from speakers and 
others in the community, making it a collective process. We created these 
narratives together. (Credit: Mokhtar Bouba, SIT Graduate Institute, VT)
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DAY 3: HARVESTING
10:30 
cont.

What do we mean by Open Space? 

Working in Open Space is a technique for self-organization developed by a 
community of people associated with “The Art of Hosting” 

In Open Space, participants are invited to identify a theme/question they would 
like to work on. They present it, and invite anyone who wishes to join them, to 
do so. The themes/ questions are posted on the wall with a meeting time and 
place. The person who suggests, is also responsible for facilitating the process.  
Other people will make other suggestions and this continues until it is over. 

There are Four Principles in Open Space: 

1. Whoever comes is the right people

2. Whenever it starts is the right time

3. Whatever happens is the only thing that could have

4. When it’s over, it’s over.

The Law of Personal Mobility

• When you are not learning, or contributing, you have the right and the
responsibility to move.

© WOCinTech (CC BY 2.0)

 

http://
http://openspaceworld.org/wp2/explore/guided-tour/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/wocintechchat/25171639623
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
http://fnn.criaw-icref.ca/en/
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10:30 
cont.

Storytelling Guidelines: 

• Be open to many, many ideas.

• A story has a beginning, middle, and end.

• Take me there with you.

• Give the glorious details.

• Don’t tell me the issue. Share the experience.

Credit: Catherine Louli, CUPE National, Communications Branch

In our workshop, we tried to harvest the essence of what was going on by 
creating digital stories. We invited participants to form groups around an issue 
they would choose. We asked them begin with a narrative and then record 
it.  We proposed that in only 2-3 minutes of audio, we can try to communicate 
three points of what is valuable. 

In our workshop, we worked with Dr. Mokhtar Bouba who is an expert 
Indigenous scholar of intercultural issues and an experienced instructor of 
instructional technologies.

Participants were asked to bring photographs of 
their communities. We used these, and we used 
some taken during the workshop. These were then 
compiled into a small story through a screen-
casting program (We used the Camtasia program). 
They are available for you to see here: 

• I wonder: The role of unions in Northern
development

• Divided, Coming Together: University College
of the North

• What the Water Remembers

• Geese

Other ideas might include poetry, podcasts, 
video, interviews, artwork, popular theatre, 
media products or other creative expressions, 
depending on the skills and interests of the 
facilitators.

http://fnn.criaw-icref.ca/en/product/i-wonder#.WOwJ2tLytHY
http://fnn.criaw-icref.ca/en/product/i-wonder#.WOwJ2tLytHY
http://fnn.criaw-icref.ca/en/product/divided-coming-together#.WOwSGNLytHY
http://fnn.criaw-icref.ca/en/product/divided-coming-together#.WOwSGNLytHY
http://fnn.criaw-icref.ca/en/product/what-the-water-remembers#.WTcHhBMrK9Y
http://fnn.criaw-icref.ca/en/product/geese#.WTcB4xMrK9Z
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1:00 HARVESTING IN OPEN SPACE - Continue

Continue working in small groups. Facilitators circulate to ensure groups 
have what they need to do their work.  

Refreshments available when needed

2:30 BRINGING HOME THE HARVEST

This is the time to share the fruits of your labour.  Present some visuals 
with available technologies; Read aloud your scripts. The projects do not 
have to be complete, but they can give us a sense of where you are 
taking them.

3:30 CLOSING CIRCLE

“I have fond memories of our time 
together. After I returned, I found 
I had a major shift in my thinking, 
I realized that our roots are deep 
and truly connected to each other 

nationally.”
- Liz Sousa (Workshop Participant)

http://
http://fnn.criaw-icref.ca/en/
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“This workshop guide can help to build bridges 
between women, Indigenous people and trade 

unions in northern communities. The thoughtful, 
facilitated and deep conversations opened up by 

this workshop could help to move us along a path 
of truth and reconciliation, working together to 
build sustainable and equitable communities.”

- Jane Stinson (Workshop Participant)

“I really appreciated the chance to hear 
from Indigenous women leaders on unions, 

communities and decolonization. The 
conversations and experiences engaged our 

whole selves, in slow time, on the land.”
- Irene Jansen (CUPE Workshop Participant)

FemNorthNet is a network of researchers within and outside of universities and 
colleges together with representatives of community–based organizations working 
across Canada, including in the North. Using intersectional gendered analysis and 

participatory action research, FemNorthNet focuses on sustainable economic 
development in the North by exploring similarities and differences among and 

between diverse groups of women. By studying these issues through often 
overlooked perspectives, FemNorthNet provokes broader discussions on northern 

economic restructuring and healthy communities.

FemNorthNet is housed at the Canadian Research Institute for the Advancement of 
Women. For more information visit www.fnn.criaw-icref.ca. 

http://www.fnn.criaw-icref.ca
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